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INTRODUCTION
This is a set of rules for recreating

naval battles both real and imagined. The
medieval world of Talomir is the same
setting used for our Warrior Heroes fantasy
battles and campaigns. Warring Fleets can
be used by itself or as a supplement for
Warrior Heroes. It is even compatible with
our set of historical rules, Warrior Kings.
Players will command a fleet chosen from
over twenty different navies. Choose the
ponderous slaver ships of Merchen. Or
maybe the small fast raiders of Kurinthia
are more to your liking. Utilizing our highly
successful Reaction System, Warring
Fleets is a real departure from what you
may be used to. It uses a much more fluid
system that allows for both players to
move, fire, and fight as a result of various
reaction tests. The action is fast and
furious with victory going to the player who
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can exploit situations as they arise. Expect
the unexpected as few prearranged plans
will survive past first contact! With this in
mind, we present…

WARRING FLEETS!

HISTORY OF TALOMIR AND IT'S
NAVIES

Warring Fleets is set in the fantasy
world of Talomir and these are its navies.
To better get a feel for the naval combat, a
little background is in order.

Currently there are over thirty large
countries in Talomir, populated by a variety
of people both human and not. Only
humans are near the water as the others
have withdrawn high into the dark
mountains or deep into the inaccessible
forests. However, this could change in the
future.

In Talomir, lack of navigational skills
limit water travel to coast to coast
movement. Few countries possess the
ability to sail in the open seas and most
ships stay within sight of land. Whenever
combat is imminent sails are furled and
movement is by oar. Battles tend to be
quick and bloody affairs, although some of
the more "modern" fleets, Capalan,
Altengard, etc. try to stand off and
bombard with their artillery. Casualties on
the winner are often as severe as are
those of the loser.

Slavers from Kjoth. Free booters
from Mirholme. The "modern" Capalan
fleet. Each fleet reflects a unique people
and culture.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
1. Two or more 6 sided dice.

(Hereafter called D6).
2. A ruler marked in inches.
3. Ship models or counters in some

consistent scale.
4. A Log Sheet for each fleet as

provided in the rules.
5. A pencil or pen used to mark on the

Log Sheet.
6. A flat surface at least 3' by 6'.

BASING
One ship of any type may be

mounted on any shape base as long as
base shapes are alike.  The counters we
provide have three sizes, all of the same
shape, to fit the three “classes” of ships. A
flag or color design on the corresponding
ship designates leaders. Ships previously
mounted for other rule systems will work as
long as both sides are mounted for the
same system.

SCALE
The scale of the ships and distances

are irrelevant and peculiar only to the battle
currently being played. You determine the
ratio of models to actual ships. This will
often depend on the number of models
available.

PRE-BATTLE SEQUENCE
Before you can fight a battle, there are
certain steps you have to take as
preparation. They are:

1. Define the "Ships" involved.
2. Assign “Leaders” to each side.
3. Establish “War Rating” for each
side.
4. Determine who will be the
“Attacker”.
5. Select Battlefield Terrain.
6. Set up the “Initial Placement” of
terrain and forces.

DEFINING SHIPS
Each ship is defined by the following

characteristics:
Rate - Defines rough size of the vessel.
CV - Combat Value of the crew.
AC - Armor Class of the crew.
Special Weapons or Characteristics.

RATE
Number assigned to ships to

classify them by size. The three rates in
Warring Fleets are -
Rate 2 - Small, fast warships, referred to
as sloops, escorts, or raiders.
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Rate 4 - Medium warships referred
to as warships, gunships, or tridecks.

Rate 6 - Large, slow warships
referred to as battleships, long boats, and
quindecks.

COMBAT VALUE
"Combat Value" represents a

combination of training, experience,
morale, and motivation and is a numerical
expression of the crew's overall fighting
quality. There are four possible Combat
Values.

CV6 - These are troops of rare and
exceptional quality. Elite crews.

CV5 - These are hard-bitten veterans who
have seen long and successful service.
CV4 - These are average sailors of some
experience. These comprise the bulk of
most navies.
CV3 - These are poor quality crewmen with
little motivation or desire for combat. Often
slaves or levies.

MORALE
Each ship's Morale is equal to their

Rate plus their current CV. This will often
go down during the battle, never up.

ARMOR CLASS
Each crew has an overall armor

class. This comes into account when
defending from missile and melee attacks.
There are two armor classes or ACs.

AC2 - Unarmored or lightly armored.

AC4 - Armored.

SPECIAL WEAPONS OR
CHARACTERISTICS

Now that you have established the
basic characteristics of your ships and their
crews, it’s time to add “Special Weapons /
Characteristics” to those ships which
should have them. These weapons and

characteristics are allowed as per the Navy
Lists.

ENGINES AND ARTILLERY
Some ships mount engines or

artillery pieces for long range combat.
Engines include ballistae, catapults, and
other non-gunpowder projectile hurlers.
Artillery pieces are simple gunpowder
cannon or mortars. Both engines and
artillery are relatively crude compared to
later time periods, but both can be
devastating.

Engines have a range of 12". Roll
2D6 for a target in range. If the dice score
is equal or higher than the range the target
will take a -1 to its Morale.

Artillery has a range of 12". Roll 2D6 for
a target in range. If the dice score is equal
or higher than the range the target will take
a -1 to its Morale. In addition to a Morale
drop there is a possibility of a reduction in
the current Rate of the target. Consult the
following.
• Target of Rate 1 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 10" or less.
• Target of Rate 2 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 9" or less.
• Target of Rate 3 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 8" or less.
• Target of Rate 4 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 7" or less.
• Target of Rate 5 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 6" or less.
• Target of Rate 6 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 5" or less.

CORVUS
This device is used to form a "semi-
permanent" grapple between two ships.
The Corvus is a large ramp with a spike at
the end that is dropped onto the target ship
and used as a gang plank for boarders.
Once dropped, the ships may not
disengage until one side controls BOTH
ships. Ships using a Corvus will count a +2
to their Grappling roll.
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ELITES
Some nations have Elite crews,

which will give them the following benefits.
It is possible to have an Elite crew and not
be CV 6.
+1 in melee
+1 to artillery/engine range roll
+1 to missile die roll
+1 to their Grapple roll.

FRENZY
Some nations have Frenzy crews,

which will give them the following benefits.
Frenzy represents unusual ferocity
amongst a crew.
+2 in melee
+1 to their Grapple roll.

ASSIGNING LEADERS
Leaders are important in that the

flexibility and effectiveness of a navy
depends largely on the number and quality
of leaders it has. Every navy receives one
“free” leader as part of its basic fleet. This
is your “Commander in Chief” or “CinC”,
also called an Admiral. You are allowed to
“purchase” additional leaders,
Commanders, if you desire. After the first
10 units, Commanders may be purchased
for each additional 10 units or portion of.
They may only affect units under their
command.

Commanders cost an additional 10
points and must command a "Wing" or
group of ships off to the flank. The Admiral
always commands the center.

ESTABLISHING WAR RATING
War Rating is a measure of the

leadership and charisma of a Leader.
Those with higher War Ratings are more
effective. Before you can start a battle, you
must establish the “War Rating” for each
side. This is done using the following table:

DIEROLL           1     2     3     4     5     6
WAR RATING    2     3     3     3     3     4

This rating is for your CinC. Each
Commander is worth one rating point and
is added to your Fleet total. You may
“activate” one ship per turn for each “War
Rating” point you possess. Loss of a
Commander reduces your “War Rating” by
one (1). If you lose your CinC, you lose his
“War Rating” points. Regardless of losses
or other conditions, you may always
“activate” one (1) ship per turn

DETERMINING WHO WILL BE THE
ATTACKER

Each player starts with his “War
Rating” and adds to it the appropriate
modifiers below:
+1 If your navy is invading.
  +1 If the total of your ships capable
of “scouting” is two but not three times
greater than your opponent’s.
+2 If the total of your ships capable of
“scouting” is three or more times greater
than your opponent’s, or if your opponent
has no “scouting” troops.

For scouting purposes count each
Rate 2 ship twice, each Rate 4 ship once,
and do not count Rate 6 ships.

Each player then rolls 1D6 and adds
this result to their total. The player with the
higher total is the “Attacker” and moves
first. The other player is the “Defender” and
is allowed to pick the terrain.

Reroll the die if the resulting total is
a tie.
If the “Attackers” total is two or more times
greater than the “defender”, then the
“Attacker” is allowed one free turn before
the first turn. This will mean that he is
allowed to move up to 3 additional phases
prior to normal movement. (See
Movement.)

TERRAIN SELECTIONS AND EFFECTS
If you are lucky enough to get any

terrain take care in placing it. Use of terrain
during battle can be decisive.

The “defender” rolls 1D6. The score
represents the number of “Terrain Points”
available to the defender. The defender
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does not have to spend all his points. The
following pieces of terrain are available,
listed by point cost.

COASTS - 2 points
The coast runs along one edge of

the table. It may not extend out from the
edge farther than 1/3 the width of the table
at the widest point and no less than 6" at
the narrowest. Coasts are impenetrable to
all ships. In addition, a ship may not get
closer to a coast than it's Rate in inches.
Example: A Rate 6 may not approach
closer than 6" of a coast. If it does, then it
has run aground and must remain
immobile until towed away or on a roll of 6
on 1D6. This represents a change in tide
and occurs during the disengage phase of
a turn.

BREAKWATER - 2 point
This is a stretch of land or rock up to

12" long, straight, and up to 2" wide. This is
impenetrable to all ships and must be
attached to an island or coast feature.

BEACH - 2 points
A beach may only be placed on a

coast or island. A beach may be up to 12"
long and is the only place that ships may
land. Beached ships must enter by bow or
stern and have half of the ship on land and
the other in the water. It takes one turn to
beach and unbeach. Example: Turn one
the ship contacts the beach. Turn two it is
pulled onto the shore. Any troops on board
will also take one turn to embark or
disembark.

ISLANDS - 4 points
An island is a mass of land set up

anywhere on the table, up to 24" by 24",
and no closer than 12" to any table edges.
Islands are impenetrable to all ships. In
addition, a ship may not get closer to an
island than its Rate in inches. Example: A
Rate 6 may not approach closer than 6" of
an island. If it does, then it has run aground
and must remain immobile until towed

away or on a roll of 6 on 1D6. This
represents a change in tide and occurs
during the disengage portion of a turn.

ISHTMUS - 6 points
This is basically two coasts running

from both long table edges. Players must
deploy at opposite ends of the Isthmus.
Roll 2D6 and consult the table below for
the minimum width of the Isthmus. The
defender may choose to make parts of the
Isthmus wider, but never smaller than the
minimum.

1 = 24”
2 = 21”
3 = 18”
4 = 15”
5 = 09”
6 = 03”

PLACING OF TERRAIN
Warring Fleets is generally played

on a 3’ X 6’ surface. Each player should
place himself on one of the “long” edges.
This will be your “Baseline”. The other two
neutral edges are the “Sidelines”. The
defender then places his terrain features
wherever he desires.

RIGHT OF REFUSAL
Once the defender has placed the

terrain as he desires, the attacker has the
right to refuse combat. The players must
then go through the terrain selection
process again. The attacker is then
allowed to refuse combat for a second
time. After two refusals the attacker must
accept the third setup. If playing in a
campaign however, he is allowed to refuse,
with one campaign season advancing.

DEPLOYMENT OF SHIPS
Each player now counts up his Rate

2 and Rate 4 ships. Count Rate 2 ships
twice. If your opponent has three times as
many “scouts” as you, or you have no
scouting units, you must place nine ships
on the table for every three he places. If
the ratio of “scouts” is 2:1 against you, you
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deploy six ships and your opponent
deploys three. If the ratio is less than 2:1
you each deploy three ships at a time.

The first ship deployed by each
player must be his CinC. The defender
then places his first group and then the
attacker his first group. Players alternate
this way until all ships are deployed.

The following restrictions apply to
initial deployment
1. All ships must be placed between 3” and
12” from their respective baselines.
2. No ship may be placed less than 12”
from either sideline.

TURN SEQUENCE
1 - Movement by phases.
2 - Carry out Rams and Grappling.
4 - Carry out artillery and engine

fires after all movement phases are
completed.

5 - Carry out missile fire.
6 - Carry out melees.
7 - Attempt to disengage.
Reaction Checks are taken

immediately when required.

ACTIONS
Ships may perform the following

actions.
1 - Move. Ships may move up to 4"

in each phase allowed. May increase or
decrease speed by 1" per phase.

2 - Attempt to Close. Ship will
attempt to contact enemy target either to
Ram or Grapple.

3 - Full stop. Ships attempt to come
to a complete stop. This is accomplished
by reducing movement to 0" in any phase.

4 - About face. This is allowed only
when a ship has completed a Full Stop.
The ship may swing in either direction up
to 180 degrees.

5 - Back water. Ship must have
completed a full stop. May move directly
backward, still facing forward at 1/4 speed.
Distances are always rounded down.

6 - Disengage. Ships that wish to
disengage from melee may attempt to do

so after melee.  Roll 1D6 and add to the
ship's current Morale. Higher total decides
if disengage is allowed. If not, ships remain
in place. Boarders always return when
disengage. Disengage as if Back water.

7 - Turns. Up to 45 degrees and at
beginning of any phase. Ship swings rear
out then moves. Note that the ship isn't
really swinging its rear out so there isn't a
chance to contact.
• Ships are allowed to make either one or

two turns per move.
• Rate 4 and Rate 6 ships are allowed to

turn only once per turn.
• Rate 2 ships are allowed to turn twice

per turn.
• No ships are allowed to turn in two

consecutive phases.

ACTIVATION
You may “activate” as many ships

as you have War Rating points each turn.
Ships must be activated to begin moving
only. Ships must continue moving until
forced to stop.

SHIPS FORCED TO STOP
Ships are stopped by any of the

following conditions:
1. As the result of a Reaction Test.
2. Coming within 1” of other friendly ships
blocking their way.
3. Running aground.
4. When grappled.

Once stopped, a ship must be
reactivated to resume movement.

MOVEMENT PHASES
There are 4 movement phases.

Ships move by Rate and as follows.
PHASE 1 = Rate 2 and 4
PHASE 2 = Rate 2, 4, and 6
PHASE 3 = Rate 2
PHASE 4 = Rate 2, 4, and 6

CLOSING
Ships moving to within 1" of each

other may attempt to Ram or Grapple.
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RAMMING
There are two ways to Ram ships.

Either head to head or head to side/rear.
For all except head to head it is

simply a matter of movement and
determining if the ramming ship can place
its head on the target. When that has been
determined then roll 1D6 and add the
rammer's current rating. Do the same with
the target. If the ramming score is higher
than the target score, the target has its
current Rate reduced by the difference. If
the targets score is higher the rammer will
take 1 Rating drop of damage.

When ramming head on roll 2D6. If
doubles are rolled then the two ships will
crash together and damage is dealt out as
above. On any other score they will veer
off and instead oar rake. (See Oar Rake).

OAR RAKE
Anytime ships pass within 1" of each

other roll to see if an Oar Rake has
occurred. Roll 2D6 per ship. Compare this
to their current Morale. If the score is equal
or less, then no damage has occurred. If
the score is higher than the current Morale
then the oars have been damaged. Any
future movement is halved.  Morale is
immediately reduced by 2 points.

GRAPPLING
Ships within 1" of each other may

attempt to grapple each other and lash
themselves together to attempt to board.
Each ship rolls 1D6 and modifies for Elite,
Frenzy, or Corvus. High score determines
if the ships are grappled together or not.

TOWING
Ships may tow each other at half

speed. The ship being towed must not
exceed the rate(s) of the ship(s) towing.

FIRING
Ships are allowed to fire at targets

to their front and up to 45 degrees to either
side with engines or artillery. They may
only fire at one target. They may only fire

at the closest target. They may also fire
their Missile fire at 3" range with a 360-
degree arc and with the same restrictions.

Engines have a range of 12". Roll
2D6 for a target in range. If the dice score
is equal or higher than the range the target
will take a -1 to its Morale.

Artillery has a range of 12". Roll 2D6
for a target in range. If the dice score is
equal or higher than the range the target
will take a -1 to its Morale. In addition to a
Morale drop there is a possibility of a Rate
reduction. Consult the following.
• Target of Rate 1 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 10" or less.
• Target of Rate 2 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 9" or less.
• Target of Rate 3 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 8" or less.
• Target of Rate 4 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 7" or less.
• Target of Rate 5 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 6" or less.
• Target of Rate 6 will receive a Rate

reduction at range of 5" or less.

Missile fire is resolved by rolling 1D6
and adding the current Morale of the firer.
Then add the AC and Morale of the target
together. If the firer total exceeds the
targets total, the target takes a loss of 1 to
its Morale. Any other result has no effect.

For each additional ship firing at same
target, add 1D6 and resolve with one fire

 SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE
When a ship's current Rate is

reduced to "0" it will sink.
Whenever the die score for range with an
artillery shot or engine shot equals the
exact distance to the target, the target has
taken "significant damage". Roll 1D6 and
subtract that from the ship's current Rate.

BOARDING AND MELEE
Ships in contact may attempt to

board. The ship, which initiated the ram or
grapple, has the option to send boarding
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parties onto the enemy ship. If he declines,
then the other ship is allowed to send
boarding parties. Each ship rolls 1D6 +
current Morale + any Elite or Frenzy
modifiers. Compare this to the target AC +
current Morale + any Elite or Frenzy
modifiers.  If the attacker-modified score
exceeds the defender-modified score, the
target takes a loss of 1 to its Morale. Any
other result has no effect.

When more than one ship is
meleeing the same target then add 1d6 for
each additional ship, count the highest
morale of the attackers, and resolve in one
combat.

RISK TO LEADER
Anytime the ship containing the

Leader has a Morale loss, roll 1D6. On a 6
the Leader is at risk.  Roll 1D6 again. If the
Leader's AC is exceeded then he is a
casualty. Roll 1D6 a third time if this
occurs. On a roll of 1 or 2 he receives a
minor wound and carries on. On a roll of 3
or 4 he has a grievous wound and no
longer commands during this season. On a
roll of 5 or 6 he is dead.

REACTION CHECKS
Each ship’s crew will check

Reaction whenever any of the following
occurs.

1 - Fired at by engine or artillery
whether a hit is scored or not.
2 - Loss of Leader. Taken by whole
fleet regardless of distance from
Leader.
3 - At the end of a melee round
whether or not any casualties were
taken.
4 - Attempting to return after a "Turn
Away".

HOW TO CHECK REACTION
Modify the current Morale by any of

the circumstances that currently apply.

+1 Leader on board testing ship.
-1 In Melee with each ship of a higher

Rate than the tester.
Roll 2D6 and compare to current

modified Morale. If the die score compared
individually is equal or lower than the
current morale then the tester has passed
that die. Testers may pass 2, 1 or 0 dice.

REACTION CHECK RESULTS

Pass 2D6 = Carry on. Those “turned away”
will resume fight.

Pass 1D6 = Boarding parties recalled. If
enemy on board drop 1 Morale. If in Melee
with two or more ships of equal or greater
rate, will “strike”. Others will “turn away”.

Pass 0D6 = Boarding parties recalled. If
enemy on board will strike. If in Melee with
two or more ships of equal or greater rate,
will “strike”. Otherwise ship will “break off”.
Those “turned away” and attempting to
resume fight will “break off” instead.

CARRY ON
Ship carries on with desired

movement or Action.

TURN AWAY
Any ship scoring a result of "Turn

Away" will attempt to disengage and will
then move away from enemy ships until a
distance of 12" or more is reached. They
can then attempt to rejoin the battle as per
a Reaction Check.

BREAKING OFF
Whenever a ship scores a result of

"Break Off" it will first complete a "turn
away" move, then take one turn to raise
their sails, then leave the board by the
closest edge without engaging any other
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ships. If fired upon and hit or contacted by
enemy vessel, they will "Strike".

STRIKE
Any ship that scores a result of

"Strike" will immediately surrender. If an
enemy vessel does not board them within
two turns, they will instead, "Break Off" as
outlined above.

Ships that have "Struck" and are
contacted are assumed to have a skeleton
crew on them and will immediately raise
sail and exit the board as a prize.

RECOVERING LOSSES
After a battle all ships are recovered

in the shape they are in. No repairs or
replacements are allowed until the
following Spring when players will have the
option to retain their ships or recruit new
ones.

After every battle roll 1D6. On a roll
of "6" there has been a storm and players
must roll a Reaction Check for each ship.
Any scoring a "Break Off" result, will
instead sink.

SOLO OR SAME SIDE GAMING
Warring Fleets is ideal for “solo” and “same
side” campaigns and battles. The main
problem of solo and same side gaming has
been enemy deployment and tactics.
Warring Fleets has solved this problem.

Solo gaming is where one person
plays alone. Same side gaming is where all
the players are on the same side and fights
a side controlled by reaction guidelines
usually dice result driven.

BASIC BATTLE TACTICS
Each navy in the lists has a letter
corresponding to their Basic Battle Tactics.
Correspond the letter with the correct chart
below and roll 1D6. This result will be the
basic deployment and battle tactic that the
Fleet will use. All other rules in Warring
Fleets for setup and deployment apply.

You will soon find that with the
React mechanics of Warring Fleets solo

games will retain the element of surprise
not found in other rules. Except, of course,
in Warrior Kings and Warrior Heroes!

Fleet Type “A”
     Die Roll      Tactic

1 Penetrate Center
2 Penetrate Center
3 Penetrate Center
4 Penetrate Center 
5 Encircle Flank
6 Encircle Flank

 Fleet Type “B”

       Die Roll Tactic
1 Double Envelopment 
2 Double Envelopment 
3 Double Envelopment 
4 Penetrate Center
5 Encircle Flank
6 Encircle Flank  

Fleet Type “C”

       Die Roll Tactic
1 Penetrate Center
2 Static Defense
3 Static Defense
4 Static Defense
5 Encircle Flank
6 Penetrate Center

TACTICAL DESCRIPTION AND SETUP
Each Basic Battle Tactic is

described below including unit placement.
Ships are assigned to either the Center or
in a Wing on either the left or right Flank.

Ships enter the board from opposite
long sides of the table unless specified
differently due to scenario design.

Penetrate Center - Heaviest ships are
placed in center with light ships on flanks.
While wings hold back to prevent being
encircled the center pushes forward to
punch through.

60% ships in Center
20% ships on Left Flank
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20% ships on Right Flank

Encircle Flank - Fleet attempts to slowly
push through in center, while the right wing
attempts to turn one enemy flank. Other
flank is defensive and tries to prevent
encirclement.

60% ships in Center
30% ships on attacking flank.
10% ships on defensive flank.

Double Envelopment - While center is
lightly held, ships on the wings attempt to
surround both flanks of enemy fleet .

40% ships in Center
30% ships on Left Flank
30% ships on Right Flank

Static Defense - Navy assumes defensive
posture and attempts to inflict damage with
long range artillery or engines.

80% ships in Center.
20% ships composed of fast small
ships in reserve, behind main line.

SCENARIOS
All of the scenarios in Warring

Fleets follow the same pattern.
1 - First, a description of the scenario with
the objectives for each side.
2 - Next, a description of the ships in the
fleets of both sides.
3 - Finally, the initial deployment of each
side.

BREAKOUT
During the last  "Wars of

Expansion", a small Valkae fleet found
themselves trapped in harbor by a superior
Tropilium fleet. The Valkae commander
tried a daring early dawn escape. After a
quick fight, half of the Valkae escaped. But
with minimal losses inflicted on the
Tropilium fleet, the sortie had to be
considered a Tropilium victory. 
Objectives

The Valkae player wins if he
escapes off board without losing more than

1 ship and not the Rate 4 ship OR they
drive off the Tropilium fleet.

The Tropilium player wins if they
destroy the Rate 4 ship or more than half
of the Valkae fleet AND keep losses to less
than those taken by the Valkae.

Any other result is a draw.
Fleets and Deployment

The Valkae deploy in the center of
their baseline as normal.

1 Rate 4 CV4 AC4 Eng. Elite
3 Rate 2 CV4 AC4 Elite

The Tropiliumites deploy opposite
the Valkae in a line no less than 3"
between ships on their own baseline.

1 Rate 6 CV5 AC4 Eng Elite Corvus
1 Rate 4 CV4 AC4 Eng Elite Corvus
4 Rate 2 CV4 AC4 Elite

LAST STAND
This scenario recreates the "last

stand" of the Imperial Sortium White fleet in
their war with the Malohades. The
remnants of the Sortium fleet wedged
themselves in the Kadmium Isthmus with
hopes of repelling the Malohad fleet
commanded by Abn-Alaka. They were
overwhelmed, but only after inflicting
terrible losses that eventually forced the
Malohades back north.
Objectives

The Sortium player must destroy at
least 5 Malohad ships, including their
flagship.

The Malohad player wins if they
destroy or chase off both Sortium ships
AND keep their losses to a maximum of 3
ships.

Any other result is a draw.
Fleets and Deployment

The Sortium ships deploy anywhere
in the Isthmus. *

1 Rate 6 CV5 AC4 Eng Elite Corvus
1 Rate 2 CV4 AC4 Elite
The Malohades enter the Isthmus

from their baseline.
2 Rate 2 CV4 AC4 Elite
5 Rate 2 CV4 AC2
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*The Isthmus runs from baseline to
baseline and is 6" at it's narrowest. This is
a stretch 24" long. The rest widens to 12".
Shaped like an hourglass.

GRAIN RUN
In this scenario the commander of

the Kjothian fleet is concerned with
escorting a shipload of grain back to port.
The Aeja fleet has other ideas. This
recreates one of numerous pirate raids
carried out by the Aejan navies even in
times of peace.
Objectives

The Kjothian player must exit the
grain ship at the opposite end of the board
and lose no more than two ships.

The Aeja player wins if he captures
the grain ship OR prevents the Kjothian
fleet from exiting.

Any other result is a draw.
Fleets and Deployment

The Kjothian ships deploy on any
short table edge.

1 Rate 4 CV4 AC4 Eng
1 Rate 4 CV4 AC2 Grain ship
3 Rate 2 CV3 AC2
The Aejan ships deploy on the

opposite short table edge.
1 Rate 6 CV5 AC2 Eng Elite
1 Rate 4 CV4 AC2 Frenzy
1 Rate 2 CV4 AC2 Frenzy

TRAPPED
This scenario recreates the defeat

of a Tereken pirate fleet at the hands of
Jarl Kjornsen of Mirholme. The Terekeens
sacked a small Mirholme village and made
the mistake of staying overnight. The next
morning Kjornsen and three ships entered
the harbor while the Terekeen were still
ashore. All of the ships were destroyed or
captured, some even before they had cast
off.
Objectives

The Tereken player must exit as
many ships as possible at the opposite
baseline.

The Mirholme player wins if he
succeeds in capturing or destroying as
many enemy ships as possible. The
degree of victory is listed below.
All Tereken ships destroyed or captured …
decisive victory.
Three Tereken ships destroyed or captured
… tactical victory.
One or less Tereken ships destroyed or
captured … draw.
Fleets and Deployment

The Tereken ships deploy on their
baseline, in the center 12", and beached
on a 6" piece of shore that extends the
whole baseline. Tereken ships may only
unbeach on a die roll equal to the turn they
are trying to leave or all on turn four.

2 Rate 4 CV4 AC2 Frenzy
3 Rate 2 CV4 AC2 Frenzy
The Mirholme ships enter on the

opposite baseline and are allowed 11/2 x
their normal first movement.

1 Rate 4 CV5 AC4 Eng Elite
3 Rate 2 CV4 AC4 Elite

SHOW THE FLAG
In 982 the Pharaoh of Stygustan

decided to send a fleet completely around
the Inland Sea. He ordered his Admiral to
"Show the flag" at every port whether
friendly, neutral, or belligerent. Almost
home, the Stygustanni encountered the
Merchen Inland fleet. The ensuing battle
found terrible losses on both sides, but a
slight victory for the Stygustanni.  The fleet
returned home, bloody, but not bowed.
Objectives

The Stygustan player must drive off
the Merchen fleet and deal out more
casualties than receive. The degree of
victory depends on the difference in
casualties.

The Merchen player must drive off
the Stygustanni fleet and deal out more
casualties than receive. The degree of
victory depends on the difference in
casualties.
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Fleets and Deployment
The Stygustan ships deploy as

normal on their baseline.
1 Rate 6 CV5 AC4 Eng Elite
3 Rate 4 CV3 AC2 Eng
6 Rate 2 CV3 AC2
The Merchen ships deploy as

normal on their baseline.
4 Rate 4 CV4 AC4 Eng
6 Rate 2 CV3 AC2

FIRST BLUSH
In 974 the Altengard High Admiral

Bellock, caught the ear of Her Majesty
Queen Marie Louisa. He convinced her to
commission a small fleet in the North Sea.
"The Capalan league views the North Sea
as their own private lake. We shall show
them differently." They didn't and Bellock
was assigned to a command near the Ice
Circle.
Objectives

The Altengard player must drive off
the Capalan fleet and deal out more
casualties than receive. The degree of
victory depends on the difference in
casualties.

The Capalan player must drive off
the Altengard fleet and deal out more
casualties than receive. The degree of
victory depends on the difference in
casualties.
Fleets and Deployment

The Altengarders deploy in the
center of their baseline as normal.

6 Rate 2 CV4 AC2 Art
2 Rate 4 CV4 AC2 Art Elite

The Capalan League deploys in the
center of their baseline as normal.

2 Rate 2 CV4 AC2 Elite
2 Rate 4 CV4 AC2 Art
1 Rate 6 CV5 AC2 Art Elite

SAMPLE BATTLE
This example involves a Capalan

League ship and one Sortium ship. I have
kept it short for ease of comprehension. To
help understand, try the battle with your

own figures.  The forces have already
deployed at opposite baselines and are
now 24" apart.
The ships are listed below.

Capalan League - Rate 4 CV4 AC2 Art

Sortium - Rate 4 CV4 AC4 Eng Elite
Corvus

Ships deploy on opposite baselines. The
Sortiumites move first. We pick up the
battle as the two ships come to within 9" of
each other.

Turn 3
The Capalan vessel fires artillery at

the target at 9". A 7 is rolled and a miss is
scored.

The Sortium 4Rate fires at the
Capalan vessel with its engine and scores
a hit (range 9 and roll of 12). There is a
loss of 1 to the Capalan Morale but no rate
reduction. Capalan Morale is now a 7 and
will automatically pass on 2 dice - Carry
On.

Turn 4
Capalan ship moves 2" straight on

first phase.
Sortium 4Rate moves 2" straight on

first phase.
Capalan ship moves 2" straight on

second phase.
Sortium 4Rate moves 2" straight on

second phase.

This causes the Capalan and
Sortium 4Rate to close within 1" of each
other. The Sortium attempts to Grapple
and both sides roll 1D6.  The Sortium
4Rate rolls a 3 + 1 + 2 for a 6. (Die roll,
Elite modifier, and Corvus modifier). The
Capalan rolls a 4. As the Sortium player
has a higher total, the ships are grappled
together. Because a Corvus is in use, they
must remain together until one-side
controls both ships.
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Both sides exchange missile fire,
the Sortium player rolling 3 + Rate of 4 for
a 7. This exceeds the Capalan defense
total of their Rate (4) plus AC (2). A -1
Morale loss is taken.  The Capalan player
fires with a die roll of 6 plus Rate of 4 for
10. The Sortium defense total is a 8 (Rate
+ AC) so a hit is scored and reduces the
Sortium Morale by 1.

Because the Sortium player initiated
the grappling, he is considered to have
sent boarders onto the Capalan vessel.
Both sides then roll for melee. The Sortium
player rolls a 5 + 4 +1 = 10. (Die roll + Rate
+ Elite modifier). The Capalan defends with
a 4 + 4 + 0 = 8 (AC + Rate + Elite
modifiers). The Sortium total is higher and
the Capalan loses 1 point from his morale,
down to a 4.

The Capalan player attacks with a 3
+ 4 + 0 = 7. (Die roll + Rate + Elite
modifiers). The Sortium player defends
with a 4 + 4 + 1 = 9. (AC + Rate + Elite
modifiers). The Capalan total is less than
or equal to the Sortium total, so no
casualties are inflicted.

Both sides must take a Reaction
check for being in a Melee. The Sortium
morale is 7 + 1 = 8. (Current morale +
leader on board). Automatic "pass" 2 dice.
The Capalan morale is a 4 + 1 = 5.
(Current morale + leader onboard). He
must roll 2D6 and scores a 5 and a 6.
Having passed one die, the Capalan must
drop 1 morale point to a 3.

Turn 5
Things are getting desperate for the

Capalan player. Because of the Corvus he
may not disengage. Another round of
melee ends with another Capalan loss of
morale to a 2, and a Sortium loss to a 6.
The Sortium player automatically passes.
The Capalan player rolls a 5 and a 4 and
passes zero dice. (His morale was a 2 + 1
= 3 for current morale and leader onboard).
The Capalan strikes.

Note: During the sample battle NO leader
at risk rolls were made to simplify the
scenario. In a real battle they would be
taken each time a casualty was taken on
the ship with the leader onboard.

CAMPAIGNING WARRING FLEETS
Warring Fleets may be campaigned

as part of a Warrior Heroes or Warrior
Kings campaign. In either case ship
recruiting Rolls may be substituted for an
Army Recruiting Roll.

If wanting to play a stand-alone
campaign then try the following.

Both players start out with 1 Basic
Fleet and all allowable Recruiting Rolls.
The first battle is fought in the open sea.
Keep track of how many points each player
eliminates of enemy ships. Keep track of
how many points each player loses.
Subtract his losses from what he has
destroyed. If the number is a positive
number, add this to the fleet he started with
and roll additional Recruiting Rolls until this
number is reached. If the number is zero or
less, he does not receive any additional
Recruiting Rolls.

Example: The Stygustan and
Chapka fleets go into battle. The Stygustan
fleet consists of the following.

CV3 Rate 2 Ships
CV3 Rate 4 Ships
Total of 14 ships and 196 points.

The Chapka fleet consists of the
following.

CV3 Rate 2 Ships
CV4 Rate 2 Ships
CV4 Elite Rate 2 Ships
Total of 18 ships and 200 points.

After the battle, the Stygustan sinks
6 ships worth 66 points and lost 3 ships
totaling 44 points. This results in a net of
+22 points. The Stygustan player rolls a 3
and a 5 and receives 2 CV3 Rate 2 Ships
in Recruiting Rolls. The excess points (2)
are loss because there is not a ship of that
cost on their Recruiting Rolls.
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In contrast, the Chapka player sunk
44 points, but lost 66, for a net loss of 22
points. They are not allowed to gain
additional Recruiting Rolls.

WARRING FLEETS IN WARRIOR
HEROES AND WARRIOR KINGS

Use the following rules for
campaigning in Warrior Heroes.

RECRUITING - Players are allowed
2 Warring Fleets recruiting rolls for every 1
Warrior Heroes roll they are allowed.
Ships are recruited exactly like army units.

MOVEMENT - Fleets are allowed to
move 1D6 provinces per season.
Movement is from adjoining province coast
to province coast. If a player wishes to
move to a province that does adjoin the
province he occupies, then he may do so,
but only in the most direct path possible
and to the closest province available.

TRANSPORTING UNITS - Ships
may carry 2 infantry or 1 mounted unit.
When doing so, they may not attack in sea
battles and may only defend themselves if
being boarded. They may not use engines
or artillery. Units may be loaded,
transported, and unloaded in the same
season. Units may be unloaded in both
friendly and unfriendly provinces.

NATIONAL MORALE - Naval battles
will count towards National Morale.

ACQUIRING A NAVY - Nations that
do not have a fleet at the start but capture
a province that borders on the water may
build ships as per the captured nation, but
only if they are at peace.

FLEET INTERCEPT AND
BLOCKADES - Fleets that start their turn
off the coast of ANY province will
automatically intercept any fleets that start
or pass through that province.

WARRING FLEETS NAVY LISTS
These are located in the back of the

book.

READING THE LISTS
This example will show how to read the
Navy List provided for each fleet in Warring
Fleets. The example is the Aeja navy.

Aeja - This is the name of the nation.

# - This denotes the number of ships a
navy has at the start for it's Basic Fleet.

Rate - Denotes the "Rate" of the ship.

CV - The Combat Value of the crew.

AC - The Armor Class of the crew.

Specials - Any Special Weapons or
Characteristics of the ship.

Cost - The individual cost of the ship.

Recruit # - Die score on 2d6 rolled that will
recruit specific unit. Example: Roll of 11
recruits 1 Rate 4 ship.

Rolls - Total number of Recruiting Rolls
allowed, that when combined with the
Basic Fleet will total 200 points.

NOTES ON HISTORICAL ADAPTATION
Warring Fleets can be adapted for

historical use. Below are the historical
counterparts for the Talomir nations.

700 BC - Greek or Phoenician use Chapka
550 BC - Greek use Zheman

  Persians use Merchen
400 BC and later - Greek use Sortium
250 BC - Roman use Tropilium
               Carthaginians use Tropilium (no
Corvus)

DESIGNER NOTES
I remember when I first started

gaming, all games and rules had a section
called "Designer Notes". The part where
the designer had a chance to explain what
he was really trying to do when he wrote
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this or that rule. Warring Fleets definitely
needs to have "Designer Notes".

Warring Fleets started out as part of
the Warrior Heroes rules set. After I
finished Warrior Heroes with all the add-
ons like magic, history, heroes,
government types, etc. I realized it had
become a real monster. So in hopes of
simplifying Warrior Heroes I decided to
make Warring Fleets a separate rule set.

I realized I wanted a set of rules that
would be quick, entertaining, and lastly
work with Warrior Heroes and it's world,
Talomir. I am happy with the result.

 All simulations of antiquity are
simply the authors' interpretation of what
actually happened. There are no reliable
eye witness accounts. In Warring Fleets
the battle flows based on my
interpretations and judgments of what
occurred in "real life". Don't get too hung
up on one facet or rule, just take the game
for what it is, an entertaining game played
in two hours or less.

The scale of the game isn't
important. One ship, five ships, or twenty.
The ship models represent what you want
them to.

Movement by phases allows for an
easy way to show the differences in speed
and maneuverability of each craft. It also
eliminates the need for pre-plotted
movement.
The Reaction Check system allows for
different interaction between players than
what is found in most gaming systems.
You act. I react.

Missile combat is usually limited to
one or two chances per battle. Ships in this
time period (ancient/medieval) didn't stand
off and "pound" each other. Boarding
actions and ramming were the tactics of
the day. These actions could not possibly
have taken a long time. That is why the
consequences of ramming or boarding can
be so decisive and quick.

By setting Warring Fleets in a
fictional setting I was allowed to design a
variety of fleets that could no way ever

meet anywhere in history. This variety
makes for a more entertaining game.

Play it and enjoy it.

Also available from 2 Hour Wargames
(prices subject to change)
GUNS AND GIRLS – Don’t let the title fool
you. This is the ultimate heavy weapons
combat system for individual combat…
$12.00
WARRIOR KINGS - Tactical Rules and
Campaign System for Ancient and
Medieval historical miniatures. . . $12.00
WARRIOR HEROES - Tactical Rules and
Campaign System for Epic Fantasy battles
with metal miniatures. . . $14.00
WARRING FLEETS - Tactical Rules for
fantasy and historical naval battles from
Antiquity. System for Epic Fantasy battles
with metal miniatures… $10.00
SIX GUN SOUND - Tactical Rules and
Campaign System for fighting the Wild
West…$10.00
MAYHEM: WARRIOR KINGS –Individual
armed combat in the ancient and medieval
periods…$12.00
MAYHEM: WARRIOR HEROES – Fantasy
combat including inhuman creatures and
magic…$10.00
MAYHEM: WARRING NATIONS –
Skirmish with the 95th Rifles in Spain to the
Cossacks in Russia…$10.00
MAYHEM: WASTELAND WARRIORS –
Lead a small group of survivors in the
near-future apocalyptic Southwest…$10.00
MAYHEM:MUSKETS AND MOHAWKS –
Man to man conflict during the Colonial
Wars in America…$10.00

Please include $2.00 shipping and
handling for the first order and $1.00
additional for each additional item.
Rules sets may be purchased online. We
also accept major credit cards and Paypal
at our website
www.twohourwargames.com



 

Warring Fleets Navy Lists Warring Fleets Navy Lists
Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
Aeja 1 2 4 2 Frenzy 14 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 4 Mirholme 3 2 4 4 Elite 18 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, or 11 3
 1 4 4 2 Frenzy 28 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 A 1 4 5 4 Elite 40 6, 7, or 8 A

1 6 5 2 Elite 54 7 0 6 5 4 Elite 60 2 or 12
3 96 4 94

Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
Altengard 3 2 4 2 Art 18 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 12 4 Sortium 3 2 4 4 Elite 18 2, 3, 4, or 5 2
 1 4 4 2 Art Elite 40 3, 7, or 11 C 1 4 4 4 Eng Elite Corvus 44 9, 10, 11, or 12 A

4 94 0 6 5 4 Eng Elite Corvus 72 6, 7, or 8
Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 4 98
Capalan 2 2 4 2 Elite 14 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 3 Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
 2 4 4 2 Art 36 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 C Stygustan 5 2 3 2 na 10 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 4

0 6 5 2 Art Elite 66 7 2 4 3 2 Eng 24 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 C
4 100 0 6 5 4 Eng Elite 66 7

Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 7 98
Chapka 5 2 3 2 na 10 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 9 Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
 3 2 4 2 na 12 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 B Tereken 3 2 4 2 Frenzy 14 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,11, or 12 5

1 2 4 2 Elite 14 7 2 4 4 2 Frenzy 28 6, 7, or 8 B
9 100 5 98

Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
Ekra  3 2 4 2 Art 18 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 12 4 Tropilium 3 2 4 4 Elite 18 2, 3, 4, or 5 2

1 4 4 2 Art Elite 40 3, 7, or 11 C 1 4 4 4 Eng Elite Corvus 44 9, 10, 11, or 12 A
 4 94 0 6 5 4 Eng Elite Corvus 72 6, 7, or 8
Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 4 98
Eskelin 3 2 4 2 Art Elite 20 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 4 Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls

1 4 4 2 Art  36 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 C Torem 4 2 3 2 na 10 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 9
0 6 5 2 Art Elite 66 7 4 2 4 2 na 12 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 B
4 96 1 2 4 2 Elite 14 7

Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 9 102
Kjoth  5 2 3 2 na 10 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 4 Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
 2 4 3 2 Eng 24 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 C Treyine 2 2 4 2 Art Elite 20 8, 9, 10, or 12 2

0 6 5 4 Eng Elite 66 7  0 4 4 2 Art Elite 40 2, 4, 5, or 6 A
7 98 1 6 5 2 Art Elite 66 3, 7, or 11

Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 3 106
Kurinthia 5 2 4 2 Frenzy 14 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, or 11 7 Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls
 2 2 5 2 Frenzy 16 2, 7, or 12 B Valkae 3 2 4 4 Elite 18 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,11, or 12 3

7 102 1 4 4 4 Eng Elite 40 6, 7, or 8 A
Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 4 94
Malohad 5 2 4 2 na 12 2, 3, 4, 5, 9,10,11, or 12 7 Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls

2 2 4 4 Elite 18 6, 7,or 8 B Zheman 3 2 3 2 na 10 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,11, or 12 5
7 96 2 4 4 4 Eng 36 6, 7, or 8 B

Nation # Rate CV AC Specials Cost Recruit Rolls 5 102
Merchen 3 2 3 2 na 10 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10,11, or 12 5
 2 4 4 4 Eng 36 6, 7, or 8 B

5 102

 



WARRING FLEETS LOG SHEET

PLAYER SEASON PLAYER SEASON

FLEET YEAR FLEET YEAR

WAR RATE  WAR RATE  

NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR

TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR

TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR

TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR

TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR NAME RATE MOR AC MOV ELIT FRZY ART ENG COR

TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TURN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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TURN SEQUENCE
• 1 - Movement by phases.
• 2 - Carry out Rams and Grappling.
• 4 - Carry out artillery and engine fire after all movement

phases are completed.
• 5 - Carry out missile fire.
• 6 - Carry out melees.
• 7 - Attempt to disengage.

ACTIONS
• 1 - Move. Move up to 4" in each phase, increase or decrease

speed by 1" per phase.
• 2 - Attempt to Close. Attempt to contact enemy target either

to Ram or Grapple.
• 3 - Full stop. This is accomplished by reducing movement to

0" in any phase.
• 4 - About face. Ship at Full Stop may swing in either direction

up to 180 degrees.
• 5 - Back water. Ship at Full Stop may move directly backward

at 1/4 speed.
• 6 - Disengage. After melee.  Roll 1D6 + current Morale.

Higher total decides if disengage is allowed. Disengage as if
Back water.

• 7 - Turns. Up to 45 degrees and at beginning of any phase.
• Rate 4 and Rate 6 ships are allowed to turn only once per turn.
• Rate 2 ships are allowed to turn twice per turn.
• No ships are allowed to turn in two consecutive phases.

MOVEMENT PHASES
• PHASE 1 = Move Rate 2 and 4
• PHASE 2 = Move Rate 2, 4, and 6
• PHASE 3 = Move Rate 2
• PHASE 4 = Move Rate 2, 4, and 6

RAMMING
Roll 1D6 and add current rating. If the ramming score is

higher than the target score, the target has its current Rate reduced
by the difference. If the targets score is higher the rammer will take
1 Rating drop of damage.

When head on roll 2D6. If doubles then the two ships ram, any
other score they will instead oar rake.

OAR RAKE
Anytime ships pass within 1" of each other. Roll 2D6, compare

this to their Morale. Equal or less, then no damage. has occurred.
Higher than the current Morale, any future movement is halved.
Morale is immediately reduced by 2 points.

GRAPPLING
Within 1". Rolls 1D6. +1 Elite, Frenzy, +2 Corvus. High score

determines if grappled.

FIRING
Fire at targets to their front and up to 45 degrees with engines

or artillery. Missile fire at 3" range with a 360-degree arc.
Engines have a range of 12". Roll 2D6 for a target in

range. If the dice score is equal or higher than the range the target
will take a -1 to its Morale.

Artillery has a range of 12". Roll 2D6 for a target in range.
If the dice score is equal or higher than the range the target will take
a -1 to its Morale. In addition to a Morale drop there is a possibility
of a Rate reduction. Consult the following.

• Target of Rate 1 will receive a Rate reduction at range of
10" or less.

• Target of Rate 2 will receive a Rate reduction at range of
9" or less.

• Target of Rate 3 will receive a Rate reduction at range of
8" or less.

• Target of Rate 4 will receive a Rate reduction at range of
7" or less.

• Target of Rate 5 will receive a Rate reduction at range of
6" or less.

• Target of Rate 6 will receive a Rate reduction at range of
5" or less.

Missile fire is resolved by rolling 1D6 and adding the
current Morale of the firer. Then add the AC and Morale of the
target together. If the firer total exceeds the targets total, the
target takes a loss of 1 to its Morale. Any other result has no
effect.

 SIGNIFICANT DAMAGE   
Whenever the die score for range with an artillery shot or

engine shot equals the exact distance to the target, the target has taken
"significant damage". Roll 1D6 and subtract that from the ship's current
Rate.

BOARDING AND MELEE
Each ship rolls 1D6 + current Morale + any Elite or Frenzy

modifiers. Compare this to the target AC + current Morale + any Elite or
Frenzy modifiers.  Every ship in Melee must roll to inflict losses and to
defend from them.

RISK TO LEADER
Anytime the ship containing the Leader has a Morale loss, roll

1D6. On a 6 the Leader is at risk.

REACTION CHECKS
Each ship’s crew will check Reaction whenever any of the

following occurs.
1 - Receives engine or artillery fire whether a hit is scored or not.
2 - Taken immediately upon loss of Leader. Taken by whole fleet.
3 - At the end of a melee round whether or not any casualties were
taken.
4 - Attempting to return after a "Turn Away".

HOW TO CHECK MORALE
Modify the current Morale by any of the circumstances that currently

apply.
+1 Leader on board testing ship.
-1 In Melee with each ship of greater a higher Rate than the
tester.

Roll 2D6 and compare to current modified Morale. If the die
score compared individually is equal or lower than the current morale
then the tester has passed that die. Testers may pass 2, 1 or 0 dice.

REACTION CHECK RESULTS

Pass 2D6 = Carry on. Those “turned away” will resume fight.

Pass 1D6 = Boarding parties recalled. If enemy on board drop 1 Morale.
If in Melee with two or more ships of equal or greater rate, will “strike”.
Others will “turn away”.

Pass 0D6 = Boarding parties recalled. If enemy on board will strike. If in
Melee with two or more ships of equal or greater rate, will “strike”.
Otherwise ship will “break off”. Those “turned away” and attempting to
resume fight will “break off” instead.

CARRY ON
Ship carries on with desired movement or Action.

TURN AWAY
Attempt to disengage and will then move away 12" or more

BREAKING OFF
First complete a "turn away" move, then take one turn to raise

their sails, then leave the board by the closest edge without engaging
any other ships. If fired upon and hit or contacted by enemy vessel, they
will "Strike".

STRIKE
Any ship that scores a result of "Strike" will immediately

surrender. If they are not boarded by an enemy vessel within two turns,
they will instead, "Break Away" as outlined above.





 



“RAMMING SPEED!”

2HW  1007
$10.00

Whether you’re a Kurinthia “freebooter” or an Imperial 
Roman Admiral command your fleet in sharp and 
deadly battles where victory or defeat is determined by 
your tactics and wits.

With the unique Reaction Check system “Warring 
Fleets” is perfect for both playing either with friends or 
alone. Over twenty fantasy navies are available from 
the ponderous slaver ships of Merchen to the fast 
raiders of Kurinthia. Or maybe you prefer Romans and 
Carthaginians. Warring Fleets works equally well for 
fantasy and historical battles. 

Warring Fleets provides big fun for a small price. 
Hmmm, big fun..small price? What a concept! 




